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In this landscape characterized by fierce competition, commodity pricing
pressures, and an increasing need to engage consumers at every level in
every medium, market leaders in the F&B industry are also seeking to use
the same technology tools and functionality required for compliance as
a means to achieve competitive advantage – providing their executives
with critical visibility and actionable insights borne of more accurate and
relevant data. In this way, food safety compliance requirements are laying
the groundwork for business intelligence and analytics that are enabling

How Executive Visibility into Critical Data and Metrics Ensures Compliance

c-suite players to more effectively gain ground on the competition --

with Food Safety Requirements While Boosting Business Value and Growth

improving efficiency, reducing costs, maximizing profit, and improving

Opportunities for Food and Beverage Market Leaders

brand loyalty.
So from a food safety perspective, the questions are two-fold: “What

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

technologies are best suited to ensure regulatory compliance?” and “Which

Food safety, including regulatory changes that require compliance and

types, applications, and systems both to produce relevant and meaningful

new technology solutions, ranks as one of the top three ‘Key Growth

business intelligence insights as well as highly-sought marketplace

Ingredients’ cited in a recent report by GE Capital surveying CFOs in mid-

advantage?” Understanding the magnitude of data requirements to meet

sized Food and Beverage (F&B) companies. From growers and shippers to

both compliance and competitive marketplace objectives underscores the

front-line retailers and every intermediary along the way, every player in

value of seamless technology interoperability to a business’ bottom line.

the F&B industry maintains a responsibility to ensure that their products

It also suggests that innovative F&B companies may want to take a closer

are procured, processed, distributed, and sold in strict compliance with

look at technology vendors who are able to offer both robust, industry-

government, industry, and vendor food safety regulations. As more

specific foundational systems (such as those for enterprise resource

types and greater volumes of information can be captured, tracked, and

planning) alongside top-tier business intelligence tools for a true end-to-

managed for each product coming under these food safety requirements,

end solution that allows them to maximize the business value of their data

regulatory compliance is requiring unprecedented data coordination,

in the marketplace.

of these technologies can be seamlessly connected to all needed data

1

synchronization, and integration that can only be accomplished with
robust and often industry-specific technologies and processes.
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imports, and enhanced partnerships. Signed into law on January 4,

This white paper provides a brief overview of three of the most recent,

2011, the Act gives the FDA authority to enact mandatory recalls against

pressing, and data-intensive food safety initiatives and mandates with

unsafe products, conduct mandatory inspections, receive access to all

which players in today’s F&B industry must attempt to comply, followed by

relevant food records for suspected contamination, enact control over

a quick outline of the data requirements each of these pieces of guidance

food imports to verify foreign suppliers meet appropriate standards, and

demands. The first food safety requirement examined is the Food Safety

implement preventive measures, as required, to avoid contamination

and Modernization Act (FSMA), followed by the industry-led Global Food

points.2

Safety Initiative (GFSI), and EU1169—legislation that will dramatically affect
labeling requirements for F&B exporters to the European Union (EU) as

While rigid, the need for requirements in the Act is unquestionable: The

early as December 2014.

U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimates there are 48 million cases
of foodborne illness each year (one case for every six Americans), resulting

Against this backdrop of process changes and data required to achieve

in 128,000 hospitalizations and 3,000 deaths annually.3 Such incidents are

alignment with these varied pieces of food safety guidance and legislation,

both physically detrimental and expensive, with the average cost to recall

the paper goes on to discuss some of the technologies best suited to both

a single food item estimated to be $10M, excluding damages to brand

handle the data from a compliance standpoint, as well as to turn many

name and sales profit.4 Occurrences of food poisoning are estimated to

of those same data points into accessible, actionable insights for F&B

cost an astronomical $14 billion per year.5

market leaders wielding the best-in-class business intelligence capabilities
that enable them to derive competitive advantage. The paper closes with

Because the FSMA takes a primarily risk-based approach to regulation,

a look at what the future might hold in terms of maximizing business

with its strongest focus on prevention, F&B organizations are realizing

value when technology solutions merge critical, relevant data with today’s

a greater need for operational traceability, providing the FDA with a

unprecedented means of accessibility.

transparent look into their business processes and transactions to reduce
liabilities that may make them susceptible to more stringent regulations

FOOD SAFETY MODERNIZATION ACT

and even, in some cases, legal repercussions. In recent years, forward-

Chief among the commanding food safety legislation currently facing the

even for example, adding mobile capability to aspects of their enterprise

industry is the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) FSMA, which monitors

resource planning (ERP) systems to provide consumers with food source

the U.S. food supply for contamination by examining five sectors across

and safety information via a single code scan at the grocery store. While

the industry, including prevention, inspection and compliance, response,

their central objective is to provide a clear view into each product’s origin

thinking market leaders have implemented innovative tracking systems,

FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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Visibility & Accessibility: Data, Analytics,
and Key Performance Indicators
Critical to the executive-level supervision required by FSMA is access to

The Buck Stops Here: C-Suite Responsibility for Data And Processes

real-time metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) that help define
and monitor progress toward organizational goals. Recently, managers

While such measures are improving the industry outlook for food safety

have turned to advanced data analytics to extract insights and patterns

and security, their development is also heavily reliant on the consistent

from such information in an effort to aid better performance, with 49

monitoring, reviewing, and adapting of organizational processes to ensure

percent of KPMG survey respondents indicating actionable insights for

alignment with existing and evolving FDA requirements. Though every

operational excellence can be gained from these metrics, though almost

touch point provides an opportunity for inspection and adherence to

half (46 percent) said their organization had only “average or below”

industry regulations, the onus is truly on upper management, specifically

analytical literacy.7 Finding a measurable way to assess performance can

c-level executives, to ensure food safety standards are not only met at the

not only help companies monitor adherence to food safety standards

onset, but also carried out throughout the product lifecycle. This extends

and requirements, but can also move them more firmly in the direction of

managerial responsibility past basic employee oversight and quarterly

robust analytical observations, which can be leveraged to support brand

status reviews to also encompass a deep understanding of both internal

and product management decisions, optimize operations, and provide

operations and external expectations, with the overall goals of achieving

valuable customer insight.8

product safety and consumer well-being.
The FSMA provides many and varied opportunities for c-level F&B
These comprehensive demands are landing squarely on the shoulders

executives to obtain, store, and refer to performance data that can help

of F&B upper management. Though official FSMA rollout is not expected

drive safer and more productive operations. While the Act covers a

until 2016, KPMG’s “2013 Food and Beverage Outlook Survey” cited 82

multitude of areas concerning food safety, many aspects of the regulation

percent of respondents indicating the Act as the regulation or mandate

center on prevention, particularly the development of specific safety

their organization was most focused on—a 15 percent increase from 2012.

materials required for food facilities. When prepared and distributed

In an associated response, almost two-thirds (63 percent) indicated their

correctly, these materials provide a traceable and verifiable account of

company was “only somewhat prepared” for the impact of public policy

employee performance and regulatory compliance. Specifically, F&B

and regulatory reform.

organizations are required to have on site a documented food safety

6

plan that details steps for evaluating chemical, physical, and/or biological
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hazards; implementing and monitoring preventive controls; performing

updated food safety management system based on Hazard Analysis and

corrective actions; separating incoming and outgoing food products; and

Critical Control Points (HACCP) standards.

mitigating consumer complaints.

9

Many of the GFSI’s standards and audit requirements can be leveraged
While such data documentation provides employee guidelines, monitoring

by F&B executives when developing their organizational processes

FSMA implementation and adoption requires that management be keenly

for transparency. One primary aspect of the initiative is management

aware of daily operations, with access to data on topics such as inventory

involvement and action, including management review meetings, creation

management (e.g., how ingredients enter a facility and the location of

of defined channels for internal and external communication, and senior

all finished goods), equipment and facility cleanliness (e.g., details of

management feedback and authority on safety matters ranging from staff

scheduled clean-ups, a spill handling policy, hand washing practices,

facilities to environmental conditions. To ensure management control

and sewage/septic system inspections), and vendor management (e.g.,

and oversight, access and visibility must be granted to data around

outlining the level of risk posed by each vendor and cleanliness tests for

the company’s budget performance, to align resources with the safety

vendor transportation).

policy and make provisions (including outsourcing, as required); its plans

10

for timed product releases, to ensure new products meet standards;

GLOBAL FOOD SAFETY INITIATIVE

its purchasing department processes and checkpoints, including

Similar in focus to the FSMA, the Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI),

sanitary and safe; and its incident management records, to determine

launched in 2000, is an industry-led benchmarking collaboration that

common customer complaints and illustrate employee response. Other

provides guidance and recognizes food safety management standards

informational details that must be shared with executives include product

in categories across the F&B industry. While not a policy-making or

testing outcomes (to standards equivalent to ISO 17025), tool calibration

regulatory body, its primary objective is to ensure food safety while also

results, and corrective action controls that detail exactly how any non-

developing efficiencies, promoting transparency, guiding cost savings,

conforming product was identified and secured, including measures for

and acting as a platform for continuous improvement in the area of food

prevention of re-occurrence.11

supplier evaluations to ensure products entering the organization are

safety.10 The GFSI encompasses nine schemes, divided by organizational
type, recognized as global best practices for food safety. While unique
to specific sectors of the food industry, each scheme carries the same
overarching requirement of a consistently improved, evaluated, and

FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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requirements for manufacturers and online retailers of F&B products
sold online, broadening the responsibility of product or brand owners to

These types of data and documentation requirements provide a

provide consumers with physical and online labels reflecting accurate food

variety of means by which alignment with food safety standards can be

information, such as ingredient and nutritional details, as well as allergen

calculated. The crux of a food safety plan is its inclusion of measurable

and other health-related data.14

verification activities, including analytical testing, environmental testing,
visual inspection, process control limits, and KPIs.12 Such measures

As manufacturers and online retailers of food and beverage products

not only prove that hazard controls are effective, but that appropriate

scramble to meet these requirements by the time the legislation goes

corrective actions are in place for non-conforming products, such as

into effect in December 2014, many still face challenges related to the

rework, alternate use, or destruction. With the appropriate insight

unconnected nature of their data, which is often stored in disparate

into both routine, daily behaviors, and isolated, special-incident actions

databases and/or applications, maintained at different levels within the

performed by their teams, executives are better positioned to not only

organization, created without standards or automated workflows that

maintain routine functionality, but to truly guide their organizations

would ensure greater data accuracy, and often even still captured and

toward operational excellence, driven by a strict adherence to food safety

amended manually.15

13

mandates. In others words, because they are already required to collect
and manage these vast amounts and types of data for the purposes of
compliance with food safety requirements, F&B managers and executives

The ‘Single Point of Truth’: Product Information Management Solutions

are also afforded the opportunity to analyze, format, and report on

To remedy these and other challenges, F&B industry leaders are looking

that same data with the goals of optimizing operations, improving

to product information management (PIM) solutions, which include both

overall business functionality, and gaining competitive advantage in the

processes and technologies that allow central collection, management,

marketplace.

storage, and amendment of all types of product information in a way
that integrates and connects previously siloed production data (e.g.,

EU1169 FOOD INFORMATION (LABELING) REGULATIONS

from systems such as those for Supply Chain Management, ERP, and

For F&B exporters to the European Union (EU), further data management

sales of the associated product(s) through increasingly varied sales

and compliance requirements come into play, namely those for EU1169

channels, including brick and mortar retail locations, e-commerce web

Food Information labeling legislation. In a continued effort to inform

sites, mobile sales, e-marketing, and traditional print media pieces like

and protect consumers of F&B products, and in recognition of steady

catalogs, direct mail flyers, or newspapers with coupons.

Warehouse Management) as well as data critical to the marketing and

increases in web-based shopping, 2011 ushered in additional EU labeling
FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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MAXIMIZING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FROM THE DATA DELUGE

But as relevant types, volumes, and sources of data continue to grow, so

The common threads connecting these and other standards and

giving F&B executives actionable insights based on business intelligence,

regulatory requirements around food safety relate to the critical nature

analytics, and KPIs.

does the sophistication of both new and innovative technologies as well as
those that are evolving to turn that data into greater business opportunity,

of gaining visibility into and control over accurate, timely, synchronized,
centralized data – particularly for executives whose responsibility it is

With unparalleled ability to access and centralize relevant data from

to ensure compliance. A sampling of typical data requirements and

disparate sources, make intricate and immediate calculations based

functionality needed to achieve compliance with food safety guidance and

on this information, and allow for optimal analysis and execution, F&B-

legislation includes items such as:

specific business applications have become a strategic asset that ensures

 Tracking and reporting of food product defects and holds
 Documentation and management of Corrective
and Preventive Actions (CAPA)
 Tracking and reporting of product and supplier non-conformances
 Tracking and reporting of supplier ratings and inspections

compliance with food safety requirements while also enabling both
cutting and improvements in customer service, productivity, streamlined
operations, and consistent delivery of the right product at the right
time, each time that product is required. While the potential business
applications F&B industry leaders could effectively employ are varied and
numerous, the discussion that follows will focus on two of the most critical
– ERP and Business Intelligence (BI) systems.

 Management of training and audits
 Tracking and reporting of document control and change management
Against this backdrop, F&B industry players grapple with how to handle

A FIRM FOUNDATION: ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING SOLUTIONS

the almost endless types and volumes of data they have, potential

To address both food safety compliance requirements as well as facilitate

locations for its storage and management, and the numbers of systems

optimal business operations, F&B market leaders have relied for some

requiring integration in order for them to ensure regulatory compliance

time on foundational technologies like ERP systems as their operational

with food safety requirements while also providing competitive advantage,

system of record. These systems must be able to both accommodate

revealing larger opportunities for growth and profit in their businesses.

complex reporting for compliance as well as for F&B-specific operational
areas that include:

FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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 Advanced Lot Trace

While these systems offer extraordinary value to F&B producers,

 Grower Accounting

manufacturers, and retailers and automate many important tasks, not

 Producer Payroll
 Trade Promotions Management
 Wireless Warehouse
 Production Scheduling
 Batching and Blending
 Direct Store Delivery

all of them inherently include the full functionality required to support
intensive traceability requirements in mock or real recall scenarios, or
the robust scheduling capabilities sometimes required of F&B users,
making it critical for these companies to seek ERP solutions specifically
designed for the unique requirements of their industry. The alternative
to implementing a robust, industry-specific ERP solution involves massive
gaps in functionality that users must attempt, ultimately unsuccessfully, to
bridge with manual ‘tools,’ such as spreadsheets, whiteboards, and static
workflows that are time consuming, error prone, and leave F&B users at a

A few of these industry-specific solutions provide even more granular data

distinct competitive disadvantage.

management capabilities, including those around areas such as:
 Quality Control
 Recall Management
 Shelf Life Tracking
 Market-based Pricing

STREAMLINED ACCESS AND INTEROPERABILITY:
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Coupled with powerful technologies like the ERP systems needed to
achieve compliance with food safety standards and requirements, F&B
market leaders are also seeking to use business intelligence analytics and

 Formulation and Recipe Management

KPIs as a means to achieve competitive advantage – giving them both

 Ingredient Substitution

immediate visibility into critical operational areas and actionable insights

These industry-specific software systems are also proving invaluable

competition, increase profitability, and optimize operations.

borne of accurate and relevant data to determine how to stay ahead of the

to F&B executives in providing access to accurate, actionable, real-time
insights, and streamlining of operations across all functional areas within

While business intelligence and analytics data may be more readily

a company, from finance, accounting, and customer service to purchasing,

available than ever, compiling them into a format that is accessible to and

warehousing, shipping, and receiving.

applicable across business sectors in the enterprise can prove challenging.

FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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According to KPMG’s “2013 Food and Beverage Industry Outlook

for addressing the requirements to bridge the divide between business

Survey”, 46 percent of respondents ranked their company’s data and

and enterprise users.”19

analytics capability as “average or below”, with 16 percent indicating their
organizations were lagging behind competitors in utilizing analytics to gain

Not only does the cloud help boost user adoption of this solution, but

a competitive advantage. This underscores the fact that usability and

Power BI streamlines implementation and management of Microsoft

adaptability of programs designed to store and manage analytical data/

Office, SQL Server, and SharePoint, lowering deployment challenges

intelligence is a chief consideration for F&B market leaders.

and the total cost of BI ownership by bundling the most commonly used

16

Microsoft products, reducing license expenses. Advantages like these
To track and analyze this type of data taking maximum advantage of

help make Microsoft a user favorite among BI platform competitors. In

interoperability, some of the top performing companies are merging their

the customer survey conducted for the Gartner Magic Quadrant report,

industry-specific ERP system—Microsoft Dynamics AX, for example—

Microsoft’s strong BI infrastructure and development tools ranked as

with information management/BI systems from the same vendor that

No.1, with users also rating its reporting, ad hoc query, Office integration,

integrate seamlessly with tools they already use and rely on. Continuing

data mashup, collaboration, search and embedded BI, online analytical

the Microsoft example, this would mean operating Dynamics AX as an

processing (OLAP), and customer experience above the survey average.

industry-specific ERP system, along with Microsoft Power BI, highly ranked

Similarly, the Forrester Wave report recognized the platform for its

by analysts from both Forrester and Gartner.

customer-focused features, including self-service capabilities, which

17,18

enable users to provision their own BI applications and data, a userCloud-Based Tools with Optimal User Experience: Microsoft Power BI

friendly interface, and overall product vision.21 (For a full analysis of
Microsoft’s BI capabilities, please refer to the white paper, “Not Your

Available via the new Office 365, Power BI is a new and innovative offering

Father’s Functionality: How Microsoft and Excel are Redefining BI/BA in

from Microsoft that bundles the three Microsoft BI programs (Office, SQL

the F&B Industry.”)

Server, and SharePoint) into a comprehensive, cloud-based platform. With
features such as geospatial 3D, natural language queries, and self-service
for data extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL), the application
facilitates both internal discussions and external outreach. In February

FUTURE FOCUSED: TURNING ‘MUST DO’ REQUIREMENTS
INTO BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

2014, Gartner published a report titled “Magic Quadrant for Business

While some organizations view rising food safety requirements merely

Intelligence and Analytics Platforms” that heralded the abilities of Power BI

as burdensome overhead, others are successfully leveraging both the

to “contribute to Microsoft’s overall vision and make it a strong contender

technologies and the improved efficiencies and transparency that come
FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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with these requirements to achieve greater visibility, and to gain and

Potential for significant revenue enhancement also exists from a

maintain a distinct competitive advantage in the marketplace. Forward-

marketing and promotions perspective. By linking ERP data with

thinking companies in the F&B marketplace have for some time been

geolocation capabilities and marketing such as couponing programs,

leveraging requirements imposed by regulators, retailers, and industry

retailers can cost effectively drive relevant, targeted offers based on buyer

trade groups to improve other aspects of their, and are now beginning to

history and current preferences. Coupon delivery can be automated to

capitalize on the next wave of advances in technology to improve margins,

push alternative offers to a shopper’s mobile device, even prior to that

strengthen brand/customer loyalty, and ultimately create a competitive

consumer leaving the retail store, website, or the e-commerce portal.

advantage.

This ability to dynamically update offer information has significant
potential to influence buyer behavior and drive customers to higher profit

As just one example, existing functionality in today’s technology enables

merchandise that closely matches their up-to-the-minute interests.

consumers to scan a barcode, QR code, or metatag to determine whether
a product has been recalled or to receive an alert via email; the next step

The bottom line is that business opportunities can now be maximized

will be to push instant notifications or SMS text messages to a consumer’s

using vertical-specific ERP platforms, BI platforms, and software synced

smartphone when a recall has occurred. Imagine looking down to a

with the latest in mobile communications, allowing leaders in the F&B

smartphone to see a text reading, “The organic chicken you purchased on

industry to efficiently and cost effectively comply with government,

May 5 has been recalled.”

industry, and vendor requirements while also enhancing trust and brand
loyalty. Bridging the gap between the farm/plant/distribution site and

Envision further the possibilities of integrating this type of technology with

the point of sale, regardless of how business is transacted, enables all

shopper loyalty cards. Advances in ERP functionality are well on their way

members of the produce supply chain to deliver a safe food product, as

to linking merchandise detail information with smartphones and shopper

well as positive purchasing experience, and one for which all parties are

loyalty programs, and storing the information in a single database. This

willing to pay a premium.

repository would then be searchable by the manufacturer or retailer in
the event of a critical merchandise update or recall scenario. Notifications

While the market potential for these new technologies in the produce

could be segmented in real time based on purchase activity, expiration

arena seems limitless, the scenarios described are far from wild theorizing

date, allergen information, or any set of criteria dictated at the ERP

of futuristic capabilities—technologies like these are at the doorstep of

management-level and directly pushed to the consumer.

the F&B industry, entering production with the help of vertically-focused
solutions providers and beginning to be leveraged by both regional and
global leaders in the industry.
FOOD SAFETY COMPLIANCE YIELDS INGREDIENTS FOR GROWTH AND PROFIT
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